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• The minimally nonlinear model is adopted to analyze the performance of refrigerators .
• COP and its bounds at given cooling power for different operating regions are deduced.
• COP bounds under the χ figure of merit at finite cooling power are calculated.
• Relative gain in COP in different operating regions is presented.
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a b s t r a c t

The coefficient of performance (COP) for general refrigerators at finite cooling power have
been systematically researched through the minimally nonlinear irreversible model, and
its lower and upper bounds in different operating regions have been proposed. Under the
tight coupling conditions, we have calculated the universal COP bounds under the χ figure
of merit in different operating regions. When the refrigerator operates in the region with
lower external flux, we obtained the general bounds (0 < ε < (

√
9 + 8εC − 3)/2) under

the χ figure of merit. We have also calculated the universal bounds for maximum gain in
COP under different operating regions to give a further insight into the COP gain with the
cooling power away from the maximum one. When the refrigerator operates in the region
located between maximum cooling power and maximum COP with lower external flux,
the upper bound for COP and the lower bound for relative gain in COP present large values,
compared to a relative small loss from the maximum cooling power. If the cooling power
is the main objective, it is desirable to operate the refrigerator at a slightly lower cooling
power than at the maximum one, where a small loss in the cooling power induces a much
larger COP enhancement.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Refrigerators are essential thermodynamic devices in our everyday life, which are widely used for cooling and refrig-
eration systems. Driven by the external power, a refrigerator absorbs heat from the cold reservoir with temperature Tc ,
and release it into the hot reservoir with temperature Th. Based on the second law of thermodynamics, the coefficient of
performance (COP) for a traditional refrigerator is bounded by the Carnot limit, εC = Tc/(Th − Tc) [1], which is usually
achieved with infinite cycle duration, meanwhile the cooling power vanishes, which is unrealistic for actual applications
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although the attainability of Carnot efficiency at a non-zero power in some special cases has been reported recently [2–
7]. Pioneered by Curzon and Ahlborn [8], who considered finite cycle duration in studying practical heat engines, finite
time thermodynamics provides an alternative way to study and optimize heat devices to fulfill actual demands. And
many models have been developed to describe the operation characteristics of actual thermodynamic cycles, such as the
endoreversible model [8–10], low-dissipation model [11–13], irreversible models based on the Onsager relation [14–17],
quantummodels [18–22], and Brownian models [23–25]. If the protocol driving the engine is optimized to reach maximum
amount of work during isothermal branches of the cycle, the stochastic heat engine can be tuned to fit the low-dissipation
model [26–28], which is only a special case of the minimally nonlinear irreversible model [17].

The universal optimization criterion for analyzing the performance of refrigerators iswidely discussed.Many criteria have
been proposed to obtain the general bounds for the coefficient of performance to describe the actual operating conditions of
the refrigerators, such as the maximum cooling power criterion [29], the maximum COP criterion [30], the Ω criterion [31],
the χ criterion [12] and the ecological criterion [32]. And useful results have been provided. Under the maximum cooling
power condition, the COP lies in the range 0 < ε < εC/(2 + εC ) [33]. However it is not in accord with the operating
performance of actual refrigerators. Further study reveals that the real-life working conditions do not correspond to a
maximum cooling power but rather to a trade-off between maximum cooling power and maximum COP [29,34]. The Ω

criterion represents a compromise between the energy benefit and losses [10,17], and the χ criterion (the product of the
COP and the cooling power) indicates a trade-off between the maximum cooling power and maximum COP [35]. Through
studying the low dissipation refrigerator, Wang et al. [36] proposed that the COP at maximum χ was bounded between 0
and (

√
9 + 8εC − 3)/2, which is also obtained through the minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerators [16]. And the CA

coefficient of performance εCA =
√

εC + 1− 1 is recovered under the conditions of symmetric dissipations. By investigating
general endoreversible refrigerators with non-isothermal processes, the CA coefficient of performance is also deduced under
maximum χ criterion [9]. In addition, Long and Liu [22] analyzed the performance of a quantum Otto refrigerator coupled
to a squeezed cold reservoir using the χ figure of merit. They claimed that the COP under the maximum χ figure of merit is
of the Curzon–Ahlborn (CA) style that cannot surpass the actual Carnot COP.

However, the above χ figure of merit is an ad-hoc criterion, the general universal optimization criterion should be
further investigated. There probably does not exist a general universal optimization criterion, but one always take a criterion
which fits his specific application. This means that the knowledge of maximum coefficient of performance at any finite
cooling power is even more important, which could offer special guidance to operate actual refrigerators under the desired
conditions. Motivated by the study of the efficiency at an arbitrary power output [28,37–41], and as a counterpart of our
previous paper on studying the performance of the minimally nonlinear heat engines at finite power [42]. In present paper,
we first introduce the model of minimally nonlinear refrigerators, and systemically discuss the coefficient of performance
and relative gain in coefficient of performance at any arbitrary cooling power for minimally nonlinear refrigerators,
respectively. Under the tight coupling conditions, the COP bounds at any finite cooling power are proposed and the COP
bounds in different operating regions under the χ figure of merit are deduced. Furthermore, under the non-tight coupling
conditions, general COP bounds and the bounds for the relative gain in COP at any arbitrary cooling power are also proposed,
and some extended discussions are presented to give a deep insight into the general COP for finite cooling power. Finally,
some important conclusions are drawn.

2. Minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerators

For refrigerators, the cooling load (Q̇c) is absorbed from the cold reservoir (Tc), and a certain amount of heat (Q̇h) is
evacuated to the hot reservoir (Th) at the end of a cycle. After a cycle, the working fluid in the refrigerators returns to its
initial state; therefore, its entropy change per cycle is zero. The total entropy production rate σ̇ of the refrigerator can be
written as

σ̇ =
Q̇h

Th
−

Q̇c

Tc
=

Ẇ
Th

+ Q̇c

(
1
Th

−
1
Tc

)
(1)

where the dot denotes the quantity per unit time for simultaneous refrigerators (working in a time-independent steady
state), or the quantity divided by the cycle time duration for sequential refrigerators (working in a time-periodic steady
state). Eq. (1) suggests considering a driving force X1 = F/Tc associated with the external force F performing work with
thermodynamically conjugate variable x and a flux J1 = ẋ, so that the input power can be rewritten as Ẇ = F ẋ = J1X1Th; the
other thermodynamic force and its conjugate flux can also be defined as X2 = 1/Th −1/Tc and J2 = Q̇c , respectively. In linear
irreversible refrigerators, the relations of the thermodynamic fluxes and forces are governed by linear relations [43]. By
adding a nonlinear term to the linear relations to consider the power dissipation into the heat reservoirs due to the fraction
loss, the minimally nonlinear irreversible model was proposed, and extended Onsager relations are adopted to illustrate the
refrigerators [16,44,45]:

J1 = L11X1 + L12X2 (2)

J2 = L21X1 + L22X2 − γc J21 (3)
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerator.

Due to J21 = ẋ2, quadratic nonlinear terms represent the reduce of the mechanical energy. It can be seen as the friction
losses, which are transformed into the heat, and are then transferred to the heat reservoirs (hot and cold reservoirs).
Therefore the irreversibility takes in form of J21 which has the dimension of energy. It is like the irreversible Joule heat
q = I2R, where I is the current and R is the internal resistance. Here we assume the dissipation is still weak, and does
not make the processes far from the equilibrium, which means the model is still in the near equilibrium state. Hence the
characteristics of the Onsager coefficients in Ref. [14,46] still hold in Eqs. (2) and (3). The Onsager coefficients (Lij) with the
reciprocity L12 = L21 satisfy the relations: L11 ≥ 0, L22 ≥ 0, L11L22 − L12L21 ≥ 0. For most (or even all) physical systems,
Onsager coefficients depend on temperature and bias [47–51]. In this paper, for analytical investigation, the assumption
that Onsager coefficients is independent of the temperature and bias. The nonlinear term −γc J21 is interpreted as power
dissipation due to the fraction losses, which is transformed into the heat, and then transferred to the cold reservoir, where
γc denotes its strength (γc > 0). The heat evacuated to the hot reservoir can be calculated as

Q̇h = Q̇c + Ẇ = Q̇c + J1X1Th ≡ J3 (4)

According to Eq. (2), Eqs. (3) and (4) can be rewritten as

J2 =
L21
L11

J1 + L22(1 − q2)X2 − γc J21 (5)

J3 =
L21
L11

Th
Tc

J1 + L22(1 − q2)X2 + γhJ21 (6)

where q = L12/
√
L11L22 is the dimensionless coupling strength (|q| ≤ 1 [14]). q = 1 indicates that the heat leakage from the

high temperature heat reservoir to the low temperature one (the second terms in Eqs. (5) and (6)) vanishes. The nonlinear
term γhJ21 characterizes power dissipation due to the fraction losses, which is transformed into the heat, and then transferred
to the hot reservoir, where γh = Th/L11 − γc denotes its strength (γh > 0). The existence of the two nonlinear terms results
in the decrease of the heat absorbed from the cold reservoir and the increase of the heat released to the heat reservoir.
The schematic illustration of the minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerator is plotted in Fig. 1, where the heat fluxes and
dissipations mentioned above have been presented.

The input power can be rewritten as

Ẇ =
L21

L11εC
J1 +

Th
L11

J21 (7)

and the coefficient of performance is given by

ε =
Q̇c

Ẇ
=

L21
L11

J1 + L22(1 − q2)X2 − γc J21
L21

L11εC
J1 +

Th
L11

J21
(8)
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To beginwith, we first investigate the performance of the refrigerator operating at themaximum cooling power (R ≡ Q̇c).
By taking the derivative of R with respect to J1, we let ∂R/∂ J1 = 0. Furthermore, the second derivative of R satisfies
∂2R/∂ J21 < 0 at J1,max R, which means the cooling power R achieves its maximum value at J1,max R. Then, we have

J1,max R =
L21

2γcL11
(9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eqs. (5) and (7) yields to the maximum cooling power and the corresponding power input

Rmax =
L221

4γcL211
−

L22(1 − q2)
Th

εC (10)

Ẇmax R =
L221

4γcL211
(
2
εC

+ γh/γc + 1) (11)

Thus we arrive at the coefficient at maximum cooling power

εmax R =

1 −
4

γh/γc+1
(1−q2)

q2
εC

2
εC

+ γh/γc + 1
(12)

According to Eqs. (5) and (10), after some algebra, the ratio of any finite cooling power and the maximum one can be
written as

R
Rmax

=

2 J1
J1,max R

− ( J1
J1,max R

)2 −
4

γh/γc+1
(1−q2)

q2
εC

1 −
4

γh/γc+1
(1−q2)

q2
εC

(13)

Based on Eq. (13), we have
J1

J1,max R
= 1 ±

√
−AδR (14)

where A = 1 −
4

γh/γc+1
(1−q2)

q2
εC , and δR = (R − Rmax)/Rmax is the relative deviation from the regime of maximum cooling

power. Therefore, −1 ≤ δR ≤ 0, which means any finite cooling power could not surpass the maximum one. The plus and
minus signs in Eq. (14) correspond to the regions with larger and lower external thermodynamic fluxes (J1 > J1,max R and
J1 < J1,max R), respectively.

Similarly, the relative gain in the coefficient of performance δε can be defined as δε = (ε−εmax R)/εmax R. Based on Eqs. (8)
and (12), the ratio of the COP at any finite cooling power and that corresponding to the maximum one can be written as

ε

εmax R
=

R
Rmax

Ẇmax R

Ẇ
= (1 + δR)

2 + (γh/γc + 1)εC
2(1 ±

√
−AδR) + (1 ±

√
−AδR)2(γh/γc + 1)εC

(15)

According to Eqs. (13) and (15), the performance characteristics of the refrigerators are depicted in Fig. 2. Under the tight
coupling conditions (q2 = 1), when the external flux is larger than J1,max R (J1 > J1,max R), decreasing the cooling power
from its maximal value reduces the COP of the refrigerator. When the external force is lower than J1,max R (J1 < J1,max R),
the COP increases as the cooling power decreases. The minus sign in the above equations corresponds to the favorable case
when the external flux is decreased and the enhancement of COP occurs. The plus sign describes the opposite branch which
corresponds to the operating region with larger external flux. With the presence of non-tight coupling strength (|q| < 1),
second terms in Eqs. (5) and (6) indicate the heat leakage from the hot reservoir to the cold one. Thereby, the cooling power
is decreased, and so is the coefficient of the performance. In the operating region with lower external flux (J1 < J1,max R),
decreasing the cooling power from its maximal value reduces the COP. While in the operating region with larger external
flux (J1 > J1,max R), the COP first increases as the cooling power decreases, then decreases. There exists an optimal external
flux leading to the maximum coefficient of performance.

According to Eqs. (12) and (15), we have arrived at the coefficient of performance at any finite cooling power as the
function of the relative loss of cooling power (δR):

ε = (1 + δR)
εC −

4
γh/γc+1

(1−q2)
q2

ε2
C

2(1 ±
√

−AδR) + (1 ±
√

−AδR)2(γh/γc + 1)εC
(16)

3. Performance under the tight coupling conditions

According to Ref. [15,17], the low-dissipation model can be described by the minimally nonlinear irreversible model
with the tight coupling condition. In this section, we focus on the performance under the tight coupling condition,
which contributes to analyzing the low-dissipation refrigerators at an arbitrary cooling power. And at this situation, the
refrigerators present best efficiency because there is no heat leakage.
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Fig. 2. The relation of relative cooling power and coefficient of performance with the relative thermodynamic flux under different coupling strengths,
where the Carnot coefficient of performance is 0.5 and the dissipation ratio (γh/γc ) equals to 1.

3.1. General COP bounds at finite cooling power

Under the tight coupling conditions (q2 = 1), Eq. (16) can be written as

ε =
(1 ∓

√
−δR)εC

2 + (1 ±
√

−δR)(γh/γc + 1)εC
(17)

where the minus sign corresponds to the favorite region of enhanced COP J1 < J1,max R; the plus sign corresponds to the
region of lowered COP J1 > J1,max R.

According to Eq. (17), under the asymmetric dissipation limits γh/γc → ∞ and γh/γc → 0, we obtain the lower and
upper bounds on the COP at any finite cooling power.

ε(R)− = 0 (18)

ε(R)+ =
(1 ∓

√
−δR)εC

2 + (1 ±
√

−δR)εC
(19)

To be more specific, in the region J1 > J1,max R, the COP at any finite cooling power are located as

0 < ε(R)J1>J1,max R <
(1 −

√
−δR)εC

2 + (1 +
√

−δR)εC
(20)

Similarly, in the region J1 < J1,max R, we have

0 < ε(R)J1<J1,max R <
(1 +

√
−δR)εC

2 + (1 −
√

−δR)εC
(21)

Furthermore, under the symmetric dissipation condition (γh/γc = 1), the COP is given by

ε(R)sym =
(1 ∓

√
−δR)εC

2 + 2(1 ±
√

−δR)εC
(22)

The above COP bounds at any finite cooling power are plotted in Fig. 3. The lower bound (ε(R)− = 0) coincide with the
vertical coordinate. In the region J1 > J1,max R, as the cooling power increases (δR increases from −1 to 0), the upper bound
for the COP increases. Furthermore, the COP vanishes when the cooling power turns to be zero. While in the favorite region
J1 < J1,max R, when the cooling power decreases away from the maximum one, the coefficient of performance increases. And
the COP turns to be the Carnot coefficient of performance at vanishing cooling power.

In addition, for δR → 0, Eqs. (18) and (19) become the general COP bounds under the maximum cooling power,
which are also deduced through the minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerators [33] and an autonomous exoreversible
thermoelectric refrigerator [29] under the asymmetric dissipation limits:

0 < εmax R <
1

2 + εC
εC (23)
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Fig. 3. The COP bounds at any finite cooling power. The lower bound (ε(R)− = 0) coincide with the vertical coordinate. The COP under the symmetric
dissipation condition is also plotted based on Eq. (22). The Carnot coefficient of performance is 1.

Meanwhile, Eq. (22) becomes

ε
sym
max R =

1
2 + 2εC

εC (24)

3.2. COP bounds under the χ figure of merit

As a compromise between the maximum COP and cooling power, the χ figure of merit is widely adopted to optimize
general refrigerators [35]. Here we defined a normalized χcriterion χ̃ =

εR
Rmaxεmax R

, which can be expressed as

χ̃ = (1 + δR)2
2 + (γh/γc + 1)εC

2(1 +
√

−δR) + (1 +
√

−δR)2(γh/γc + 1)εC
(25)

According to Eq. (25), under the asymmetric dissipation limits γh/γc → ∞ and γh/γc → 0, we obtain the lower and
upper bounds on the normalized χ at any finite cooling power.

χ̃ (R)− =
(1 + δR)2

(1 ±
√

−δR)2
(26)

χ̃ (R)+ = (1 + δR)2
2 + εC

2(1 ±
√

−δR) + (1 ±
√

−δR)2εC
(27)

To step further, we could calculate the COP under themaximumχ figure ofmerit by deriving χ̃ with respect to R at Rmax χ̃ .
By substituting Rmax χ̃ into Eq. (17), we have

εmax χ̃ =

√
8(γh/γc + 1)εC + 9 − 3

2(γh/γc + 1)
, at J1 < J1,max R (28)

εmax χ̃ =
1

γh/γc + 1

√
8(γh/γc + 1)εC + 9 − 3

4(γh/γc + 1)εC + 7 −
√
8(γh/γc + 1)εC + 9

, at J1 > J1,max R (29)

Eq. (28) is also obtained through the minimum nonlinear irreversible model [16]. According to Eqs. (28) and (29), under the
asymmetric limits: γh/γc → ∞ and γh/γc → 0, we have

0 < εmax χ̃ <

√
8εC + 9 − 3

2
, at J1 < J1,max R (30)

0 < εmax χ̃ <

√
8εC + 9 − 3

4εC + 7 −
√
8εC + 9

, at J1 > J1,max R (31)

Eq. (30) are the lower and upper bounds for the COP which have been obtained through the minimally nonlinear
irreversible model [16] and the low dissipation model [13,36]. Here we reveal that those bounds only hold in the favorite
operating region. In the operating regionwith larger external flux, Eq. (31) illustrate the lower and upper COP bounds. Accord
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Fig. 4. The COP bounds under χ figure of merit in different operating regions. The lower bound coincide with the vertical coordinate.

to Eqs. (30) and (31), the above two bounds are plotted in Fig. 4. In the operating region with larger external flux, the COP
under the maximum χ figure of merit is much less that in the favorite region.

3.3. Relative gain in the COP

Base on Eq. (15), the relative gain in COP, δε = (ε − εmax R)/εmax R, is

δε =
∓2

√
−δR(1 + (γh/γc + 1)εC )

2 + (1 ±
√

−δR)(γh/γc + 1)εC
(32)

According to Eq. (32), the relative gain in COP achieves its minimum and maximum values at asymmetric dissipation
limits γh/γc → ∞ and γh/γc → 0, respectively. Therefore, we have

δε =
∓2

√
−δR

1 ±
√

−δR
, at γh/γc → ∞ (33)

δε =
∓2

√
−δR(1 + εC )

2 + (1 ±
√

−δR)εC
, at γh/γc → 0 (34)

To step further, we can arrive at the bounds for the relative COP gain at any arbitrary cooling power.

−2
√

−δR
1 +

√
−δR

< δε <
−2

√
−δR(1 + εC )

2 + (1 +
√

−δR)εC
, if J1 > J1,max R (35)

2
√

−δR(1 + εC )
2 + (1 −

√
−δR)εC

< δε <
2
√

−δR
1 −

√
−δR

, if J1 < J1,max R (36)

Based on Eqs. (35) and (36), the bounds for relative gain in COP at any arbitrary cooling power are plotted in Fig. 5. In the
region J1 > J1,max R, as the cooling power increases (δR increases from −1 to 0), the upper and lower bounds for the relative
gain in COP increase, meanwhile, whose difference first increases then decreases. In the region J1 < J1,max R, when the cooling
power decreases away from the maximum cooling power, and the relative gain in COP increases, however, the difference
of upper and lower bounds increases. All the bounds for the relative gain in COP coincide at the maximum cooling power
condition, i.e. δR → 0, where the derivative δε with δR does not exist, indicating that when working near the maximum
cooling power region, the gain in COP is much larger than the loss of the cooling power, and that if the cooling power is the
main objective, it is desirable to operate the refrigerator at a slightly lower cooling power than at the maximum one in the
region J1 < J1,max R, where the refrigerator attains significantly larger COP enhancement.

4. Performance under the non-tight coupling conditions

According to Eq. (16), the COP achieves its minimum and maximum values at asymmetric dissipation limits γh/γc → ∞

and γh/γc → 0, respectively. The lower bounds are given by Eq. (18), i.e ε(R, q)− = ε(R)− = 0. The upper bounds are
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Fig. 5. The bounds (Eqs. (35) and (36)) of relative gain in COP at any arbitrary cooling power. The Carnot coefficient of performance is 1.

achieved at γh/γc → 0:

ε(R, q)+ = (1 + δR)
εC − 4(1/q2 − 1)ε2

C

2(1 ±
√

−BδR) + (1 ±
√

−BδR)2εC
(37)

where B = 1 − 4(1/q2 − 1)εC .
Similarly, based on Eq. (15), when γh/γc → ∞, δε(R, q) = δε(R), and the bounds for relative gain in COP (δε) read

−2
√

−δR
1 +

√
−δR

< δε(R, q) <
(1 + δR)(2 + εC )

2(1 +
√

−BδR) + (1 +
√

−BδR)2εC
− 1, if J1 > J1,max R (38)

(1 + δR)(2 + εC )
2(1 −

√
−BδR) + (1 −

√
−BδR)2εC

− 1 < δε(R, q) <
2
√

−δR
1 −

√
−δR

, if J1 < J1,max R (39)

When |q| < 1, the existence of second terms in Eqs. (5) and (6) indicate heat leakage from the hot reservoir to the cold
one, which does not impact the power input, however, decreases the cooling power and the coefficient of performance.
Based on Eqs. (37)–(39), the upper bound for coefficient of performance and the bounds for relative gain in coefficient of
performance at any arbitrary cooling power with different coupling strengths are presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
under the non-tight coupling conditions (|q| < 1), the curve of the upper COP bound (ε(R, q)+) with δR is loop-like for any q2.
There exists an optimal cooling power leading to the maximum value of the ε(R, q)+ at finite cooling power (Rmax ε(R,q)+ ) in
the region J1 < J1,max R. While under the tight-coupling condition, ε(R, q)+ achieves its maximum value at vanishing cooling
power. Meanwhile, in the region J1 > J1,max R, ε(R, q)+ turns to be zero.

The bounds for relative gain in coefficient of performance at any arbitrary cooling power are presented in Fig. 6(b). In the
region J1 > J1,max R, the upper bound increases with increasing δR and the lower bound is independent of q2. In the region
J1 < J1,max R, the upper bound is independent of q2. Under the non-tight coupling conditions, as the cooling power decreases
away from the maximum one, the lower bound for relative gain in coefficient of performance first increases, reaches its
maximum value, then decreases. There exists an optimal cooling power leading to the maximum value of δε(R, q)− at finite
cooling power (Rmax δε(R,q)− ). While under the tight-coupling condition, when the cooling power decreases away from the
maximum one, δε(R, q)− increases, and achieves its maximum value at vanishing cooling power. Furthermore, it can be
seen that if the coefficient and cooling power should both be considered, it is more appealing to run the refrigerator in the
region with lower thermodynamic flux J1 < J1,max R, where the upper bound for COP and the lower bound for relative gain
in COP both present large values, compared to a relative small derivation from the maximum cooling power.

5. Conclusions

For refrigerators, the real-life working conditions do not correspond to a maximum cooling power or maximum COP,
but rather to a trade-off between maximum cooling power and maximum COP, however so far there is no general trade-off
criterion that exactly reflects the actual demand of real-life refrigerators, which induces an urgency to study the COP bounds
at any given cooling power, thus to give a deep insight into the operating characteristics of real-life refrigerators. In this
paper, the coefficient of performance for minimally nonlinear irreversible refrigerators at finite cooling power has been
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Fig. 6. The upper bound for coefficient of performance (a) and the bounds for relative gain in coefficient of performance (b) at any arbitrary cooling power
with different coupling strengths. The Carnot coefficient of performance is 0.5.

systematically studied. The lower and upper COP bounds under the tight coupling conditions for different operating regions
have been deduced, which can represent the generalization of the bounds (0 < ε < εC/(2 + εC )) on COP at maximum
cooling power. As the χ figure of merit indicates a kind of compromise between the maximum COP and cooling power. We
deduced the value of χ at finite cooling power, and calculated the COP corresponding to the maximum χ figure of merit. In
the favorite operating region, we obtained the general bounds (0 < ε < (

√
9 + 8εC − 3)/2) under the χ figure of merit. In

the operating region with larger external flux, new upper bound on COP has been deduced, which is much less than that in
the favorite region. For quantum systems, a detailed study on thermoelectric quantum refrigerators under finite power is
presented in Refs. [37,38], and the COP bound has been deduced, which is ε+

= εC [1 − 1.09
√
(εC + 1)(1 + δR)]. The upper

bound on COP equals Carnot COP at zero power input, but decays with increasing power input, which corresponds to the
favorite operating region in this study.

In order to further illustrate the COP gainwith the cooling power away from themaximumone, we calculated the bounds
for themaximumgain in COP in different operating regions.More generally, under different coupling strengths, the universal
upper and lower bounds for the COP and the relative gain in COP at any arbitrary cooling power have also been discussed. If
the coefficient and cooling power should both be considered, it ismore appealing to run the refrigerator in the region located
betweenmaximum cooling power andmaximum COPwith lower external thermodynamic flux, where the upper bound for
COP and the lower bound for relative gain in COP achieve large augment, compared to a relative small loss in the cooling
power. If the cooling power is the main objective, it is desirable to operate the refrigerator at a slightly lower cooling power
than at the maximum one, where the refrigerator attains significantly larger COP enhancement.
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